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DESCRIPTION 
Versatile tintometric system composed of BASE COLOURS with high pigment concentration and a series of 
CONVERTER resins (BINDERS) allowing you to obtain MATT BASECOATS, TOPCOATS and PRIMERS 
needed to meet any request of the industrial sectors in metallic, pearl, solid, fluo and xyrallic colours in one 
coat and two-coat systems. 
BASE COLOURS 
The system is modular and composed of 33 Standard Base Colours to obtain MASTER CHROMA EFFECT 
and COMMERCIAL VEHICLES METALLIC colours as well as 19 Optional Base Colours to obtain specific 
effects and colour formulations. 

BINDERS 
29902 2K HIGH MATT BASE (Two-pack basecoat with direct adhesion on ABS, PC/ABS and on primed 
substrates)  
29903 1K MATT BASE  (One-pack basecoat for suitably primed substrates) 
29920 MULTI PLAST PRIMER (Two-pack adherence primer for direct adhesion on plastics) 
29925 2K HELM BASE COAT  (Two-pack matt basecoat with direct adhesion on PC [polycarbonate]) 
29945 2K GRIP BASE  (Two-pack matt basecoat with direct adhesion on non-ferrous metals) 
29946 1K METALGRIP (One-pack low bake drying semi-matt topcoat with direct adhesion on metals) 
29947 2K PLASTICGRIP (Two-pack one coat semi-matt topcoat with direct adhesion on plastics and on 
non-ferrous metals) 

COLOUR PRODUCTION 
The following formulations using the 33 Standard Base Colours are available on LECHLER  EXPLORER 
CD SW (99700) for PC or PC BOX and DATA BOX (02217) : 
 
MASTER CHROMA EFFECT 
RAL 841 GL (lead-free) 
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES (metallic colours) 
 
This system is equipped with the following reference colour tools:  
 
MASTER CHROMA EFFECT (97595) 
PRODUCTS AND EFFECTS COLOUR FAN (P6301) 
COLOUR CIRCLES 
 
The series of CONCENTRATED LECHSYS EFFECT BASE COLOURS has been strictly tested and can 
guarantee a constant colour matching.  
 
The BINDERS are available in pre-dosed cans to favour the fast production of the products required: this 
will allow the distributor to dose into the can containing the resin the required base colours, avoiding 
handling big material quantities and thus reducing to the minimum production time as well as the disposal 
of empty cans; at the same time the original lithographed can, with dedicated label, can be delivered to the 
user, completed with technical instructions. 



 
 

All information here included is the result of carefully controlled tests and expresses our best and up to date knowledge. This news is given 
only as an information, so the firm cannot be accountable for further results. Furthermore it cannot be used as a contestation related to the 
use of the described product. All this is due to the fact that use conditions are not under our control. 
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WARNING 
 
All matt basecoats are overcoatable with all glossy or matt acrylic clearcoats of our range, but only LS925 
(29925) and LS945 (29945) are also overcoatable with SOFT TOUCH clearcoat (31575). 
 
LS947 (29947) 2K PLASTICGRIP added with 09830 GLASS ADHESION PROMOTER can be used to paint 
glass (for interior fixtures).  
For all manufactured items painted with two-pack products, air dried or low baked at lower temperatures 
than those indicated on the technical data sheet, we recommend to wait at least 7 days before exposing the 
manufactured items to severe conditions (water, humidity or chemical substances). 
 
 

CODE NAME CHARACTERISTICS 

Mixing ratio by 
volume 

COLOUR / 
BINDER  

 

MIXING RATIO 
HARDENER THINNER 

CODE % Vol CODE % Vol. 

LS902 
(29902) 2K HIGH MATT BASE Two-pack basecoat with direct adhesion on 

ABS and PC/ABS and on primed substrates 50/50 29355 10 00824-00825 50-80 

LS903 
(29903) 1K MATT BASE One-pack basecoat for suitably primed 

substrates                      50/50   00824-00825 50-80 

LS920 
(29920) MULTI PLAST PRIMER Two-pack primer for plastics  30/70 SEE TECHNICAL DATA 

SHEET  N°0512 
SEE TECHNICAL DATA 
SHEET  N°0512 

LS925 
(29925) 2K HELM BASE COAT 

Two-pack matt basecoat with direct adhesion 
on PC (polycarbonate) special for helmets 
painting   

50/50 29342 15 00622-00825 30-40 

LS945 
(29945) 2K GRIP BASE Two-pack matt basecoat with direct adhesion 

on non-ferrous metals  50/50 29355 10 00824-00825 50-80 

LS946 
(29946) 1K METALGRIP One-pack low bake drying semi-matt topcoat 

with direct adhesion on metal 50/50   00824-00825 60-80 

LS947 
(29947) 2K PLASTICGRIP 

Two-pack low bake drying semi-matt topcoat 
with direct adhesion on plastics and non- 
ferrous metals 

50/50 29355 20 00527 70-100 

 
 
In case of sample colour production, use max. 40% of metallic or pearl base colours of the colour 
formulation.  Then integrate up to 50% with 29999 MIX AGENT or with solid base colours. The 
remaining 50% is composed of the binder. 
Should you increase the base colours mattness, you can replace up to 20% of base colours with 
29997 MATTING AGENT.  
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